Chapter 3465
These three conditions of Joseph were unheard of for anyone!
He wants the ancestral grave of the Wade family, he wants to leave the casket
of Changying and his wife, he wants the Wade family to wear mourning
clothes to bury his parents, and he wants half of the Wade family’s assets!
It says three conditions, but it’s actually four.
And these four conditions, no matter which one, is to challenge the limits of
the Wade family, are the Wade family’s face on the ground with the foot to
stomp hard.
And these four conditions, superimposed together, not only to put the Wade
family’s face on the ground to step on, but also wear nail shoes to step on.
And at the same time to spit on a few mouthfuls, and then cut off the Wade
family’s hands and feet, so that the family people into human sticks.
When Zhongquan heard this, he was so angry that he was about to have a
heart attack!
His inner anger had already overcome his fear, so he roared in anger: “Your
Supreme Commander is really deceiving people too much!
“Back then, Arthur and his wife both committed suicide, and had nothing to
do with my Wade family! I am willing to pay 10 billion, which is already the
most benevolent!!!”
“But your Supreme Commander, how can still put forward so many despicable
and shameless demands, it is not tolerable!
Harmen laughed and took out a good Cuban cigar, lit it and took a deep
breath, spitting it directly on Zhongquan’s face and said coldly:

“Old thing, it doesn’t matter if you don’t accept it, our Supreme Commander
has long predicted that you will not shed a tear until you see the coffin!”
After that, he turned around, pointed at the coffins behind him, and sneered,
“So our Supreme Commander asked me to bring these coffins here and show
them to you clearly so that you know that these coffins are all prepared for
you!”
Zhongquan said in a cold voice: “I don’t believe you can kill all the Wade
family members! This is not the Middle East or Africa! This is not a place for
you to run wild!”
Harmen said disdainfully, “This is certainly clear to our Supreme Commander,
and our Supreme Commander returned to Eastcliff this time, in addition to
seeking revenge on your Wade family,”
“We also have to announce the official return of Arthur’s son to the entire
Eastcliff family, so in this case, of course, our Supreme Commander has to
obey the law even more ……”
Speaking of this, Harmen smiled sinisterly and said, “But our Supreme
Commander also said that if your family does not agree to his conditions, he
will not do anything to your family, except that well, in the future, your family
will certainly die one by one!”
“And, the cause of death may be a variety of different reasons, all different!”
“Some people may die in car accidents, some people may die in the fire,
others may die from drowning or suicide, and maybe even dozens of dogs will
bite them alive ……”
“However, each way of death for you, is like opening a blind box, each person
can open to what way, it all depends on your respective luck.”

Harmen’s words made every Wade family member, except Charlie, feel like a
mane on his back.
This feeling was as if the other party’s sharp knife was already against the back
of their heart and would stab in at any moment.
When Zhongquan heard this, his heart was deadly gray.
He had already understood Joseph’s intention.
Since Joseph wanted to come back openly and honestly, he naturally didn’t
dare to kill the Wade family members with great fanfare.
Although he could not kill them openly, it would be much easier to kill them
secretly.
The Front itself is the world’s top mercenary organization, with countless
experts under its command.
If all these experts come to assassinate the Wade family, it is absolutely
impossible for any of the Wade family to survive.
He even felt that even Charlie, I’m afraid, could not carry such terrifying
strength of experts.

